
DANMAR HALMET FAQ’s 
 

 

Q. How do I measure for a helmet? 

A. Measure the head circumference, measurement "A", at the eyebrow level. For measurement             

"B", measure from the front of the forehead to the back hairline, over the top of the head. For                   

measurement "C", measure from just above one ear over the top of the head to just above the                  

other ear. Those measurements can then be matched to our helmet-sizing chart to determine              

which size would be the closest to them. CUSTOM HELMETS have additional measurements:             

Measurement "D" is taken from the eyebrows to the bottom of the chin. Measurement "E" is                

taken from the eyebrows to top of the head, at eyebrow level following the contour of the                 

head, to the point where it intersects with the ear-to-ear measurement. FOR EAR COVERINGS              

"F": Height of ears, "G": Width of ears, "H": Extension (distance that the ears extend from the                 

head).  

 

Q. How can I adjust the size of the helmet for my client? 

A. We do include some small foam pads for a little adjustment inside the helmet. We also have                  

The Liner Cushion, item# 7635, that comes in 1/4" and 1/2" thickness to help form fit the                 

circumference of our helmets. The 1/2" Crown Pad, item# 7633, adjusts the fit and/or prevents               

the helmet from falling over the eyes. Our 1/4" Liner Pads are 3 x 3 1/2" vinyl-coated discs that                   

can be used for fitting and sizing adjustment. Last but not least, our Cush-in-Pads, item# 7637,                

are medical grade and perspiration absorbent pads that help individualize sizing and provide a              

cooler, more comfortable fit. 

 

Q. Do products from Danmar have any latex in them? 

A. No, they do not. They are composed of closed-cell polyvinyl foam. 

 

Q. Can we mount a Face Guard or a Face Bar to a Soft Shell Helmet? 

A. There must be a hard, stable surface in order to mount the bar or guard. The flexible surface                   

of a Soft Shell Helmet would bend and not offer the same amount of protection. 

 

Q. How do I determine what style of helmet is appropriate? 

A. Always seek medical professional advice and input. 

 

Q. How do I know when a Face Guard or Face Bar is necessary? 

A. Always seek medical professional advice and input. 

 



Q. How do I measure for a Head Support? 

A. There are two measurements that are needed: "A", measure the neck circumference (round              

off to the nearest 1/2 inch) and "B", measure vertically between the top of the shoulder to the                  

bottom the ear lobe (round off to the nearest 1/2 inch and then subtract 1/2 inch to allow for                   

clearance and head movement). Then match your measurements to the measurements           

provided in the product description. 

 

Q. How do I know which Trunk Support, #6610, #6611, or #6620, is the best? 

A. After reading the product descriptions you will see that while they are all supportive the                

differences are made to accommodate each individual user's preferences. For example, for            

some people, the Clear Chest Support is less obtrusive when going out into the community,               

while others may prefer colors to match their wheelchairs and express their personalities. 

 

Q. What are my color choices? 

A. Color options vary with each item; see color choices as they are listed with each product. 

 

Q. Which Swim Aids work the best? 

A. Always seek the advice of a medical professional. There are many Adapted Aquatic              

Professionals who will help in the selection process. 

 

Q. Care & Maintenance of our products? 

A. Products should be washed regularly in warm soapy water. Harsh chemical cleaners are NOT               

recommended for our vinyl coating. 

 


